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Abstract
DNA technology can connect a crime scene profile to a DNA databank reference profile, thereby
identifying a previously unknown suspect to the crime. When this DNA matching process is driven by
police investigations (as in the United Kingdom), criminals can be identified within days, and then rapidly
apprehended. Such a "DNA-led policing" approach can reduce crime by removing active criminals from
society before they can commit more crimes.
DNA laboratory automation has introduced robotic batch processing that can transform biological
specimens into informative data in less than a day. However, the task of human data review,
interpretation, matching and reporting often takes months. To complete DNA investigations within 48
hours, it would be useful to have a computer system that can perform these information processing tasks
(and deliver investigative leads) within several hours.
Cybergenetics TrueAllele® System 3 is an automated computer-based system that interprets DNA
evidence into profiles, matches these profiles against other profiles, and delivers profile and match results
to end-users via Internet. The system can be distributed across multiple locations, with DNA
interpretation, match and reporting occurring simultaneously for different cases on different computers
that share a coordinating database. Doubling the number of interpretation computers halves the
processing time. Once a case's DNA peak information has been uploaded to the TrueAllele database, all
downstream processing can proceed automatically without human intervention.
We have been scientifically assessing TrueAllele System 3 in several real-time DNA investigative
applications. Useful measures for comparing the computer against current manual systems include speed,
accuracy, capacity, information, labor and cost. For property crimes, we have looked at the system's
interpretation, match and reporting of crime scene samples against an offender database. As reported
previously at the 2003 Promega Symposium, the mixture analysis functionality can rapidly infer profiles
from unknown-suspect sexual assault data; these DNA profiles are highly informative (relative to human
review) and can be automatically matched against offender databases. We have also applied the system
to the World Trade Center (WTC) mass disaster, where the problem has analogous elements of inferring
crime scene profiles from the victim remains, forming a reference database of missing person profiles
(from effects and relatives), and matching the victim remain profiles against the reference profiles to
make connections.
This paper introduces TrueAllele System 3 and describes its distributed Internet architecture for DNA
interpretation, matching and reporting. We describe results for our real-time property crime, sexual
assault and mass disaster studies. We present assessment measures that characterize how the system
produces informative identifications in real time. Applying these measures to STR study data, we show
that our fully automated TrueAllele computer system is 1,000 times faster, 1,000 times better and 1,000
times cheaper than the current computer-assisted human alternative. Real-time DNA investigation can
reduce crime, and provide high capacity for eliminating DNA backlogs.
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DNA Match
DNA identification has primarily been used in United States law enforcement for convicting the guilty
and exonerating the innocent. However, large scale DNA efforts have shown that DNA match
technology can also prevent crime. In the United Kingdom, which has no appreciable DNA backlog,
45% of property crime DNA profiles match an offender on their national DNA database, leading to a
decrease in property crime (1). In the state of Virginia, 40% of the DNA database hits from stranger
sexual assaults are to non-violent offender profiles (2). A recent cost-benefit study estimated that rapid
DNA processing of all convicted offenders, property crime scenes and sexual assaults would prevent over
300 stranger rapes every day in this country (3).
There are several DNA identification scenarios that work by matching unknown profiles against reference
profiles:
Property crime. DNA profiles derived from biological evidence at a property crime scene are matched
against convicted offender reference profiles.
Sexual assault. Profiles inferred from biological mixtures of victim and perpetrator DNA are matched
against a convicted offender reference profiles.
Mass disaster. Victim remain profiles are matched against personal effect profiles, as well as the DNA
profiles of relatives.
These disparate DNA identification problems can all be addressed by a single architecture that infers
DNA profiles and matches them (Figure 1). TrueAllele System 3 is an intelligent computer system that
fully automates these DNA inference and match tasks.

The TrueAllele System
The first TrueAllele automated STR genotyping paper was published in 1994, and focused on stutter
deconvolution, a method for accurately calling alleles in the presence of PCR artifacts (4). That year, the
first TrueAllele technology patents were filed (six have issued so far) (5, 6) and licensing discussions
were initiated for genetic applications. Also in 1994, a National Institutes of Health grant was funded for
applying this computer-based genotyping technology to automated STR diagnosis of neuromuscular
degenerative disease (7).
In the year 2000, the UK Forensics Science Service (FSS) licensed the TrueAllele technology from
Cybergenetics for forensic databank applications in England (8). The FSS TrueAllele deployment
reduced their turnaround time from two weeks to eight hours, their allele calling error from about one per
thousand to about one per million, and the number of people involved in databank data review from close
to 100 to under 10 (9). More recently, the FSS expanded their TrueAllele technology license to include
crime scene evidence (10). In the United States, TrueAllele System 2 has been described for DNA
databank applications (11, 12) and validated by the New York State Police (13).
Also in the year 2000, Cybergenetics began work on TrueAllele System 3, an automated DNA data
review system for casework applications. While the initial emphasis was on DNA mixture deconvolution
(14), the subsequent effort focused on developing an automated DNA interpretation and matching
computer system based on modern mathematics and statistical theory (15, 16) that could fully address all
casework situations.
In this paper, we focus on the TrueAllele casework situations of property crime, sexual assault and mass
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disaster. Our goal throughout this massive research and development effort has been to create a computer
system that is faster, better, and cheaper than people performing comparable data review. We present
comparisons here between computers and humans for these three performance measures.
TrueAllele System 3 can be modularly configured in many ways. Since a standalone system has over
1,000 times the DNA review capacity of a typical laboratory, Cybergenetics provides System 3 in one
form as a secure, centralized Internet processing resource. A schematic of the system, which includes the
Internet-based architecture, is shown (Figure 2):
• The TrueAllele Analysis process begins the automated data review of DNA sequencer data that
produces quality-checked quantitated peaks. For each sequencer run, a user spends one or two
minutes checking the computer's quality and control assessment. After this quick human review, the
data flow up to the TrueAllele database, and there is no further human intervention in the computer
review process.
• The TrueAllele Database is the central repository for all DNA sequencer data and case interpretation
requests. A case request (even for one contributor) can involve many STR data lanes. When an
interpretation request detects that all of its specified lane data are loaded and available for processing,
the request informs the database that is ready for interpretation. By coordinating the interplay
between case requests and sequencer data, the TrueAllele database automates role of a human
supervisor by properly allocating cases to interpretation computers.
• The TrueAllele Interpretation computers infer the DNA profiles for each interpretation request. For
example, if the interpretation request is for the review of a databank or reference sample, the
interpretation computer will infer and upload one DNA profile to the database. With a two person
sexual assault mixture, the interpretation process infers and uploads two DNA profiles, one for each
contributor. These interpretation computers run independently and in parallel to one another.
Doubling the number of computers doubles the throughput of the system.
• The TrueAllele Match computer compares sets of DNA profiles and reports matches. Many match
processes can be run at the same time. For example, a crime lab's burglary profiles can be compared
against offender profiles, but can also be compared against other crime scene profiles. TrueAllele
match processes are also useful for quality assurance and scientific validation.
• The TrueAllele profile and match results can be forwarded from the database to other computer
systems, or viewed by people on a web browser via a secure connection. We will show some
examples of the TrueAllele System 3 web interface later on in this paper.
Quality assurance is an integral part of TrueAllele System 3 processing. The system learns about and
characterizes a laboratory's data through an initial calibration review of one or two hundred DNA
samples. From this automated review, the TrueAllele system models the behavior of every marker for
many important parameters, including background noise, peak variation, PCR stutter, relative
amplification and sizing precision. These models capture the overall quality and reproducibility of the
laboratory data, and are used by the computer to interpret data (17). This TrueAllele feature can automate
much of DNA laboratory validation, as well as ongoing quality control.

Property Crime
A DNA match process for property crime compares (a) profiles derived from a crime scene without a
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known suspect against (b) known reference profiles, such as convicted offenders. A DNA profile match
then associates a known individual (e.g., the convicted offender) to the unknown crime scene profile,
placing a possible perpetrator at the crime scene. The unknown burglary profiles are inferred from DNA
obtained from cigarette butt ends, soft drink cans, and other biological specimens left at the scene by the
burglar. The collected samples may contain small quantities of (possibly degraded) DNA that produce
partial profiles, and mixed DNA samples are often found. Speed can be essential in performing these
analyses in order to enable the police to find a criminal, make an arrest, and prevent further serial
burglaries. For example, the UK processes about 100,000 burglary samples each year, and requires DNA
reporting within five days.
Cybergenetics is working with government agencies, such as the New York State Police (NYSP), to set
up real time processing of property crime cases. In one representative scenario, crime scene biological
specimens are processed in an automated robotic DNA laboratory, producing STR sequencer data which
are uploaded to the TrueAllele System 3 database. For each crime scene, the LIMS computer uploads a
case interpretation request to the database. Once a case request has all of its STR data lanes available, a
TrueAllele interpretation computer infers DNA profiles from the data. These inferred profiles are
uploaded to the TrueAllele database, where the TrueAllele match module automatically compares them
against convicted offender profiles. The results of this DNA information process are then forwarded on
to forensic DNA scientists, who can share them with the police in order to prevent further crime.
What are the time and cost of this fully automated TrueAllele DNA review process? To answer this
question, we reprocessed a set of U.K. property crime cases at our www.trueallele.net computer center.
We used a test system of four interpretation computers to process 64 cases. The TrueAllele system
completed its DNA profile generation and matching in 23 minutes, solving at a rate of 3 cases per minute.
This annualized capacity of over 1 million cases per year exceeds the current worldwide demand for
property crime DNA review.
The TrueAllele efficiency advantages are best understood by comparing them with human productivity.
The human review of 1 million cases over one year, with two human reviews per case and analysts
producing 200 DNA reviews a year (about one each day), would require 10,000 human DNA analysts.
However, the same work can be done by 1 TrueAllele computer system. Therefore, the TrueAllele
system is 10,000 times faster than people. Even if a human analyst could review 2,000 DNA cases in one
year (one every hour), we can safely say that:
TrueAllele System 3 is 1,000 times faster than human review.
To assess cost, let us assume that the fully loaded cost (including salary, training, management, computer
equipment and software, turnover, retirement and other benefits, and overhead costs) of a qualified North
American DNA analyst is about $100,000. The 10,000 analysts needed to review 1,000,000 property
crime cases would then cost $1,000,000,000. But (based on actual Cybergenetics contracts) a government
could license the TrueAllele technology for this volume of property crimes for well under $1,000,000.
Based on this ratio of the $1 billion human cost relative to the $1 million TrueAllele cost, we can safely
say that:
TrueAllele System 3 is 1,000 times cheaper than human review.

Sexual Assault
A DNA match process for stranger rape compares (a) unknown suspect DNA profiles inferred from an
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intimate swab taken from the rape victim against (b) known reference profiles, such as convicted
offenders. A DNA match can then produce a suspect by associating a known criminal with the stranger
rape biological specimen DNA profile. Sexual assault specimens are typically comprised of mixtures that
contain both perpetrator and victim DNA. Such mixed DNA samples can pose greater challenges for the
human DNA analyst because of the underlying complexity of the data. Speed should be essential for
stranger rape DNA analysis, since early police intervention can effectively prevent the commission of
further violent crimes against women. However, current DNA laboratory analysis and human data review
processes are slow, and there remains a backlog of over 100,000 stranger rape cases (18).
Cybergenetics is working with government laboratories to set up real time processing of sexual assault
cases, and help eliminate backlogs. For example, Allegheny County in the state of Pennsylvania will use
the TrueAllele technology to screen the backlog rape cases that they send out for vendor DNA analysis.
Some DNA laboratories have a critical shortage of trained human DNA analysts to perform the NDISmandated dual review. The TrueAllele computer can preprocess the data from every case, and provide a
complete solution prior to human review. By having a reliable electronic calculator initially compute
genetic profiles and mixing weights, a human review that uses this pre-analyzed case information – and
checks (rather than computes) the results – can reduce its review time by a factor of 10.
Which is better, conventional human data review, or automated TrueAllele computer interpretation? The
answer lies in determining which system can reliably extract more match information from the same data.
In this section, we describe the results of interpretation experiments which address this question.

NIJ mixture data
The mock sexual assault data were gathered in a National Institute of Justice (NIJ) funded automated
mixture analysis study involving ten DNA laboratories. The underlying study design and data description
were previously presented (9). In summary, the DNA of two different pairs of individuals with known
profiles were examined at five different mixture ratios (1:9, 3:7, 5:5, 7:3, 9:1) and at four different
dilutions (1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 ng), yielding two person mixture data over 40 experiments. The DNA templates
were provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), and each participating
laboratory followed Cybergenetics study protocol using their own STR chemistry and DNA sequencer.
Cybergenetics automated interpretation was conducted at its www.trueallele.net processing center using a
statistical extension of its linear mixture analysis methods (14) that infers DNA profiles and mixing
weights. The DNA profile and match results for the study are publicly viewable at that website. The
results for a 30% unknown contributor are shown (Figure 3).

DNA profile uncertainty
Forensic DNA scientists are used to dealing with profile uncertainty. It is important to have a proper
scientific representation of this uncertainty in order to preserve DNA match information. In the field of
genetics, uncertain information is typically represented using probabilities.
Consider the case of genetic inheritance (Figure 4.a). In this example, the father has the heterozygous
genotype at locus of [a b], while the mother has the homozygotic genotype [c c]. There are two possible
genotypes (assuming strict Mendelian inheritance) for the offspring, namely [a c] and [b c]. Each of these
two genotype possibilities has a probability of 1/2. A scientist would not discard this genetic information
just because there is not a unique solution. Rather, the common scientific practice is to report and use
these probabilities in genetic calculations (19).
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Now consider the data ambiguity shown in the peak imbalance example (Figure 4.b). This data ambiguity
leads to two possible genotype interpretations: [a b] and [b b]. Suppose that the laboratory modeling and
quantitative peak data lead to a scientific probability determination of 2/3 for the heterozygote [a b], and
of 1/3 for the homozygote [b b]. One could choose to throw out this information because the profile is
ambiguous. However, best scientific practice would incorporate methods that use these probabilities to
preserve the best possible match information for human identification. This profile probability approach
is used in TrueAllele System 3 interpretation.

DNA match information
DNA match strength is the ratio of the probability that a specific match has occurred to the probability of
a random match. For example, with a clean single source DNA profiles, the match strength is equivalent
to a random person probability. When analyzing DNA mixtures, the match strength is determined for one
of the contributors.
The match strength probability ratio can lead to very large numbers. With modern STR chemistry, human
identification values as large as a billion billion, or 1018 (a 1 followed by 18 0's) are often seen. It is
therefore more convenient to report the logarithm of the match strength using the value in the exponent.
For example a match strength of a billion billion (or 1018) would be reported as 18. The match strengths
of the TrueAllele interpretation of Cybergenetics one nanogram NIST mock cases are shown (Table 1).

Conservative human review
Many government laboratories follow conservative human review interpretation guidelines in order to
avoid overcalling the DNA profile results. With these conservative guidelines, at each locus 0, 1, or 2
alleles are reported out. In our uncertain data example of peak imbalance (Figure 4.b), an analyst might
designate one allele as having the value 'b', and let the second allele assume any value (i.e., a DNA match
wildcard). Although this conservative approach loses useful DNA match information (9), it does help
ensure a consistent human review.
The NYSP DNA lab used this conservative approach in their review of sexual assault cases. In our DNA
interpretation comparison study, NYSP DNA analysts conducted dual human review of the ten 1 ng mock
NIST sexual assault cases generated in their laboratory. Cybergenetics applied TrueAllele System 3 to
the same data. The bar chart comparison (Figure 5.a) shows the dual human review for each case as the
first two bars (blue and green), and the computer review as the third bar (red). The vertical axis gives the
match strength against the known correct profile, expressed in logarithmic units. Note that (although not
identical) the two human reviews are quite consistent with each other.
The bar chart shows that, overall, the computer is extracting more information from the same data than
the human review. This improvement is made more precise by examining the ratio of the computer
review match strength to the human review average match strength (Figure 5.b). In logarithmic units, the
mean of this ratio is 4.29, with a 95% confidence interval of [2.34, 6.24]. Since 104.29 is 19,361, this
comparison shows that (on average) TrueAllele System 3's scientific computer review extracts 20,000
times the information from the same data as conventional conservative human review. This result
supports the hypothesis that:
TrueAllele System 3 is 1,000 times better than human review.
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Aggressive human review
Some laboratories, particularly in the private sector, use a more aggressive human review of the DNA
data. Their goal is to preserve DNA profile information that can be used for a more specific match. This
more aggressive approach tries ruling out unlikely allele combinations, and reports out a list of feasible
allele pairs at a locus. In our peak imbalance example of data uncertainty (Figure 4.b), there are two
feasible allele calls: [a b] and [b b]. This result is more specific than the conservative human review
above, where all combinations of allele b with any other allele were included; in particular, it excludes the
unlikely combination [a a]. However, even this aggressive human review tends to lose more useful DNA
match information than a scientific review that incorporates genotype probabilities (9).
The Orchid Cellmark vendor laboratory used this aggressive approach in their review of sexual assault
cases. Interestingly though, recent federal guidelines mandate government employee review, so such
private sector reviews are no longer accepted by NDIS for direct upload into the national forensic
database. In our DNA interpretation comparison study, Cellmark DNA analysts conducted dual human
review of all 40 mock NIST sexual assault cases generated in their laboratory. Cybergenetics applied
TrueAllele System 3 to the same data. The bar chart comparison (Figure 6.a) shows the dual human
review for each case as the first two bars (blue and green), and the computer review as the third bar (red).
The vertical axis gives the match strength against the known correct profile, expressed in logarithmic
units.
The bar chart shows that, overall, the computer extracts more information from the same data than even
the more aggressive human review. We can quantify this improvement by examining the ratio of the
computer review match strength to the human review average match strength (Figure 6.b). In logarithmic
units, the mean of this ratio is 2.74, with a 95% confidence interval of [1.90, 3.59]. Since 102.74 is 555,
this comparison shows that (on average) TrueAllele System 3's scientific computer review extracts over
500 times the information from the same data as the more aggressive human review. This result supports
the hypothesis that:
TrueAllele System 3 is 1,000 times better than human review.

Mass Disaster
A DNA match process for mass disasters compares (a) profiles derived from unidentified victim remains
against (b) known reference profiles derived from missing persons, such as personal effects or family
members. A DNA profile match then associates a known individual (e.g., the missing person) to the
unidentified victim remains profile, thereby identifying the victim remains. The unknown victim remains
profiles are inferred from DNA obtained from a variety of biological specimens that are found at the
scene of the mass disaster. The collected victim remains samples may contain small quantities of DNA or
highly degraded DNA; these nonoptimal specimens often produce partial profiles. Mixed DNA samples
are also found at the scene. Speed should be essential in completing these analyses in order to provide
closure to be affected relatives.
Cybergenetics is working with government agencies, such as New York City's Office of the Chief
Medical Examiner (OCME), to reanalyze the World Trade Center (WTC) STR data and set up real time
processing of mass disaster cases. For the WTC disaster, Cybergenetics has completed the TrueAllele
System 3 analysis phase of over 2,700 sequencer runs generated in over 20 different STR production
processes. We are currently in the process of inferring DNA profiles from the victim remains, personal
effects and family references. When that phase of the project is completed, TrueAllele System 3 will
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match the victim remains profiles against the known (personal effect and kinship) reference profiles.

Conclusion
TrueAllele System 3 is a dedicated computerized approach to real-time DNA investigation. The
underlying computational methods are based on unique mathematics and statistics that provide a general
framework for quality assurance, STR profile interpretation and DNA matching that underlie forensic
DNA applications. The real-time TrueAllele architecture is organized around a relational database that
permits independent computers to process many cases simultaneously.
In this paper, we focused on the real-time DNA investigation of property crime, sexual assault and mass
disaster. Using data from our many collaborative studies, we demonstrated that TrueAllele System 3 is
1,000 times faster, 1,000 times better, and 1,000 times cheaper than the current human alternative.
There is increasing evidence that rapid DNA policing prevents crime. Removing the human DNA review
bottleneck could prevent over 100,000 stranger rapes every year. It is now time to let dedicated computer
machinery replace people in performing highly computational, time sensitive tasks. By having computers
focus on DNA inference, and people focus on the uniquely human aspects of the forensic DNA process,
DNA technology can help build a safer society.
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Figure 1. A general forensic match framework that compares one set of STR profiles with another set of
STR profiles. In this framework, human identification for property crime, sexual assault and
mass disaster are all the same scientific problem.
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Figure 2. The component modules in the TrueAllele System 3 computer architecture. The components
above the gray bar can all operate independently on the Internet without any human intervention.
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Figure 3. Screen snapshots from the publicly accessible www.trueallele.net web site that show the
mixture weights of the contributors in each template (top) and the STR profile (bottom).
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Figure 4. (a) Genetic uncertainty produces STR profiles that have probabilities associated with each
possible genotype. (b) Data uncertainty can similarly produce STR profiles with probabilities.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Conservative human review in a government laboratory. (a) Bar charts showing the case
match strength, comparing conservative human review (blue, green) with TrueAllele System 3
computer review (red). Each chart shows results for one pair of contributors, and the cases
progress left to right as (10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% unknown). (b) A histogram of the ratio of
computer match strength to human match strength (logarithmic units).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Aggressive human review in a vendor laboratory. (a) Bar charts showing the case match
strength, comparing conservative human review (blue, green) with TrueAllele System 3 computer
review (red). Each row shows progressively more dilute DNA, starting from the top as 1 ng, 1/2
ng, 1/4 ng and 1/8 ng. Each chart shows results for one pair of contributors, and the cases
progress left to right as (10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% unknown). (b) A histogram of the ratio of
computer match strength to human match strength (logarithmic units).
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Table

case
A1B1
A1C1
A1D1
A1E1
A1F1
H1I1
H1J1
H1K1
H1L1
H1M1

unknown
10%
30%
50%
70%
90%
10%
30%
50%
70%
90%

match strength
13.79
17.30
17.30
17.25
17.30
9.42
17.14
17.35
17.35
17.35

Table 1. For each of the ten 1 ng mock mixture cases, the proportion of the unknown contributor DNA is
shown along with the match strength in logarithmic units.
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